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In tllis paper, I ~Iill consider SOille questions concerning the 
syntactic structure of Japanese relative clauses. In particular, I 
Vlill compare two analyses which differ crucially in the presence or 
absence of an empty operator in COHP. The two analyses are 
informally sketched in (1) and (2) for the noun phrase H.ana.kQ-.\j.ll. 
lliU..ta. ~ 'the letter Ivnich Hanako Vlrote' • 

(1) NP 

~ 
~ 

S COUP 

~I 
Hanako-ga e kaita üP tegami 
~~ 

(2) NP 

~p 

~ 
Hanako-ga e kai ta tegami 
~ 

In (1), tne relative clause contains an empty operator in CONP 
binding the gap - essentially the mirror image of English relative 
clause structure. The head NP ~ is related to the relative 
clause by predication. The relationship between head NP and gap is 
indirect, mediated through the COHP position. In (2), on the other 
hand, there is no empty operator i the head NP ~ itself is the 
relativization operator, and it binds the gap in the relative 
clause directly. 

In one form or another, triese two basic approaches are familia~ 
t rom the 1 i tera ture on J apanese 1 ingui stics. I will compare them 
here in the I'ramework of the Government and Binding Theory (Chomsky 
1981,1982), and I will tentatively conclude that there is some 
evidence in favor of the structure in (2), without empty operator, 
a resul t which has SOhle consequences for the theory of empty 
operators in general. 

Since an analysis with an operator in COHP is I-Iell motivated for 
relative clauses in a variety of languages, English among them, it 
could be argued that (1) is the unr.larked assumption. (2), on the 
other hand, seems closer to the surface facts of Japanese, Ivhere 
.IDLe.d; elements corresponding to operators never appear in CONP, 
nei ther in rel ative cl auses nor in questions • Chomsky (1982) 
considers bott! possibilities for other cases where no overt elewent 
appears in COHp· in relative clauses, Idthout reaching a fin.l 
conclusion. 



Let us consider, then, whether there is any evidence in Japanese 
\'Ihich could bear on the issue. One sort of evidence can be found in 
tlle behavior oi relative 'clauses with respect to ~ crossover. In 
English, it is v/eIL known ever since i'laso\v' s (1972) dissertation 
ti1at relative clauses differ frora questions in this respect: 
questions, bue not relative clauses, show Vleak crossover eifects. 
Ile can see this in the paradigm given in (3), which is taken trom 
Chorasky (1982). 

(3) a. his raother loves John 
i i 

b. the Jjlan who his raother loved e 'best 
i i i i 

c. *w110 did his raother love e best 
i i i 

d. *his rLlOther loves everyone 
i i 

(3a) is graramatical Ivith coreference between bi...s, and .I.ahn. The 
corresponuing relative clause in (Jb) is gramraatical, too. But the 
question (Jc) is ungrammatical. Similarly,_ if we replace ..:Lahn in 
(3a) by a quantifier like everyooe, the resul t is ungraramatical 
under the intended interpretation. 

Cnomsky (1982: 92-95) proposes the tollow±ftg explanation for these 
facts.' (Jc) and (3d) are excluded by the Bijectioo Principle 
proposed by ICoopman and Sportiche (1981), whieh is given in (4) (in 
the formulation of Saito & Hoji (1983». 

(4) BIJECTION PRIHCIPLE 

Every operator must locally bind exactly one variable, and 
every variable must be locally bound by exactly one operator. 

The Bijection Principle applies at LF. (3c) 
representation in (5), and we see that the 
coinaexed Vlith tViO eleraents: hU and the gap. 

(5) who 
S' i 

(did) [his mother love 
S i 

e bestll 
i 

now has 
operator 

the LF 
l'Lh2 is 

(Jd) is excluded in the same way, since everyooe undergoes 
Quantitier Raising, leaving a trace, and ends up coindexed with 
both the pronoun hiß and the trace in obj ect position. 

The relative clause in (3b), on the other hand, can have the LF 
representation (6). 

r 
I 
I 
I 

(6) [ the man 
NP i 

who 
S' j 

[his mother loved e bestlll 
S i j 

In this case, the operator .lIl.hQ is only coindexed with one element, 
the gap, whereas the pronoun hiß is coindexed with the head ~oun, 
and the indices of head and operator differ at LF. So there ~s no 
violation of the Bijection Principle. After LF, a rule <;>f 
Predication applies to (6), and this rule sets i equal to j .. Th~s 
gives us the intended interpretation of (3b),. but, t~ere ~s ,no 
violation of the Bijection principle, since th~s pr~nc~ple appl~es 
only at LF, not later. Notice that this explanation relies, on the 
fact that there are two elements - head NP and op!,!rator ~n COJ.IP 
which playa role in relative clauses, while U,lere is only o~e 
element namely the wh-operator in COHP -:- wh~,?h pl<;lYs a,role,~n 
questions. This difference is reflected ~n d~f~er~ng ~ndeX1ng 
structures which we can schematically represent as follol'/s: 

(7) a. 

b. 

operator 
I 

pronoun 
I 

I 
head operator 

I 

gap 

pronoun gap 
I 

Now, if Japanese relative clauses have the structure in (1), we 
would expect them to behave just like English relative clauses, 
there should be no weak crossover effects. But if they ~o not h~ve 
an operator in COI>lP, we might expect them to behave l~ke Engl~sh 
questiqns, because then head noun and opera~or w?uld, be one and ehe 
same entity, anti there could be no later c<;>~n~ex~ng oetween,the ~wo 
which could circumvent the Bijection pr~nc~ple. The ~ndel(~ng 
structure would be like this: 

(8) 
I 

pronoun gap head/operator 
LI ________________ ~I 

It is not easy to test these predictions. As pointed out by saito 
and Hoj i (1983), Ive cannot use pronominal forms 1 ike.k.Ju.e or ßQIlQ 

~ to correspond to English pronouns in potential weakcrossover 
situations. These forms can never be bound by an operator, wnether 
locally or nonlocally. For example, even the sentence (9) is 
ungrammatical, if .k.Ju.e is intended to be bound by ~. 



(9) * CiarehlO -ga kare -no nahaoya-o aishite iru 
i i 

everyone-lJOli his -GEll mother-N::C leNes 
'Everyone loves his mother. ' 

'l'ilis raet implies that these forms eannot be variables, and 
tnerefore tne Bijeetion prineiple is irrelevant to them. Saito and 
Hoj i (1983), who studied weak erossover in Japanese, found that 
.J.ib.w1 is the right element to look at; it ean funetion as a 
variable anu si1ol/s Vleak erossover eifects. 1'wo oi their examples 
are givEm in (10) and (11) (Saito &Hoji 1983.: 248-249). 

(10) Ilanako-ga jii::>un -0 kiratteiru kotol-ga Jirö -0 

IIP i i 
-HOll ,lim -ACC dislikes faet -HOlI -ACC 

yüutsu-ni sni te i ru 
depressea H\akes 
'1'he iaet t11at Hanako dislikes him depresses Jirö.' 

(11) ?*[ Hanako-ga jibun -0 kiratteiru kot61-ga 
NP i 

-1Oml him -ACC dislikes iaet -HOi-! 

daremo -0 yüutsu-ni süite iru 
i 

everyone-ACC depressed makes 

-------

'1'he fact t:hat Hanako dfslikes hirn depresses everyone.' 

(11) is eonsidered to be v/orse than (10), and this eontrast ean be 
aeeounted for by the Bijeetion Prineiple: .d.aJ:.em.Q in (11) undergoes 
Quantifier Raising, and at LF, it is in an S-adjoined position, 
irom Ivhere it binds both its traee and the i.iJ;mn whieh is part oi 
the subjeet HP, violating the Bijeetion Prineiple. Hotiee that only 
eertain somewhat exeeptional oeeurrenees of i.iJ;mn ean enter into 
\'leak erossover violations: In order to fall under the Bijeetion 
Prineiple, .iiJ;lun must be a variable; in order to be a variable, it 
must not be loeally A-bound, in partieular, not A-bound by a 
subjeet (assuming that the subjeet position is an A-position). 
Hormally, however, .iiJ;lun has to be bound by a subj eet. Rel evant 
eases, tilen, are those - first pointed out by Noriko Akatsuka -
where eertain psyehologieal predieates like ~-ni. .ll.ll.LIl 'make 
depressed' , zetsllbÖ-s: ~ 'drive into desparation' allow 
tautoelausal objeet-anteeedents for .j..il;mn. 

(12) el:empl if ies the iull weak erossover paradigm in J apanese, 
ineluding relative elauses, parallel to the English paradigm in 
(3) • 
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(12) a. j ibun -no shippai-ga Tarö -0 yüutsu-ni shita 
i i 

his -GEN failure-NO/:l 
'His failure depressed 

-ACC depressed made 
Tarö. ' 

b. ?*j ibun -no shippai-ga e yüutsu-ni shita hito 
i i i 

his -GEN failure-NON depressed made man 
'man whom his failure depressed' 

e. ?*j ibun -no 
i 

his -GEN 
'V/hom did 

d. ?*j ibun -no 
i 

süippai-ga dare -0 yüutsu-ni shita no 
i 

failure-NON who -ACC depressed made? 
his failure depress?' 

shippai-ga daremo -0 yüutsu-ni shita 
i 

his 
, His 

-GEN failure-NOZ,i everyone-ACC depressed made 
failure depressed everyone.' 

The judgments in these eases are rather delieate, but there is a 
strong tendeney for the relative elause in (12b) to be judged 
eonsiderably worse than the sentenee in (12a). It seems to pattern 
with questions as (12e) and sentenees eontaining quantifiers as 
(12d). This is distinetly different from English, as we have seen 
above. 

IHth some idealization, we ean interpret the paradigm in (12) as 
evidenee for the relative elause strueture in (2), without empty 
operator. The analysis in (1), with empty operator, allows the LF 
representation in (13). 

(13) NP 

iP 

I 
hito 

~ 
jibun -no shippai-ga e yüutsu-ni shita 

i i i i 

There is no Bijeetion Prineiple violation in (13), and the ~/eak 
erossovßr effeet in (12b) is not explained. The LF representation 
without empty operator, given in (14), on the other hand, violates 
the Bijeetion Prineiple, and this aeeounts for the weak erossover 
eHeet in (12b). 
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(14) 
NP 

r j ibun -no shippai-ga e yüutsu-ni shi ta hi to 
i i i 

There is no elopty operator, ·therefore the head noun hi.t.J:l has to be 
coindexed with both the gap and the pronoun ;i..i.blln. 

There. are several ~lays to shovl that what is involved is really a 
violation of a principle at LP. It is weIL known that the socalied 
aboutness relation plays an important role in Japanese 
theh1~tiz ation. and rel ativ iz ation, a matter to which I will return. 
~t ~s p~aUS~~Jle th~t .aboutness relations, which involve pragmatic 
tactors OI: var70us klnas, are not established at a syntactic level, 
but at some po~nt later than LF. Aboutne.ss relations do not create 
\:,~ak crossove7" etfects corresponding to those in (9b). This is 
LLlustrat~d ~n ~~S) and (16). (15) is a simple sentence with a 
psycholog~cal prea~cate. 

(15) j ibun -no shippai-ga Bill -0 zetsubö--e oiyatta 
i i 

his ·-GEN failure-HOH -ACC into desperation drove ......... 

(16) shows tvlO different relative clauses tormed trom 
sentence. 

(16) a. ?*jibun -no 
i 

his -GEN 
'I.1an who 

shippai-ga e zetsubö-e oiyatta hito 
i i 

iailure-NOH into desperation drove man 
his failure drove into desperation' 

this 

b. jibun -no snippai-ga kodomo-o zetsubo-e oiyatta hito 
i i 

his -GEN failure-NOH chilä -ACC into desp. drove man 
'man such that nis fail ure drove his children into desp.' 

(16a) has a ~ea~ gap in object position, and it is ruled out by the 
Bijection Pr~nc~ple at LF. In (~6b), on the other hand, there is an 
aboutness relation between hi.t.J:l and .k.rulQmQ. (under a certain 
interpretation). According to my informants, (16b) is more 
acceptable than (16a). This indicates that (16a) is excluded by a 
principle which applies strictly at LF. 

A sec~nd kind of evidence leading to the same conclusion comes from 
certa~n facts about head-internal (or pivot- independent) relative 
clauses in Japanese. Kuroda pointed out the existence of such 
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I relative clauses in Japanese (see Kuroda 1974, 1975-76, 1976-77). 

The examples in (17) and (18) illustrate the phenomenon. (17) 
contains anormal headed relative clause. 

(17) omawari-wa [e akiya-kara mono-o hakobidashi tei ru1 
i 

policeman-TOP empty house-from things-ACC carry out 

dorobö -0 tsukamaeta. 
i 

thief -ACC caught 
'The pol iceman caught the thief who was carry ing things out 
of the empty house.' 

(18) shows a head-internal version of the same relative clause. 

(18) omawari-wa [dorobö-ga akiya-kara I.\Ono-o 
pOliceman-TOP thief-HON empty house-from things-ACC 

hakobidashiteiru1-no-o tsukamaeta. 
carry out -ACC caught 

Kuroda showed that head-internal relative clauses, historically a 
residue of a productive relative clause formation strategy in 
Classical Japanese, have a highly restricted occurr 7nce in /.!ode:11 
Japa~e~e. They are possible only under certa~n pragroat~c 
conal1:~ons (Kuroda' s Relevancy Condition). Ito (1984) shows that 
head-internal relative clauses äiffer trom ordinary headea relative 
clauses with respect to weak crossover. The examples (19) and (20) 
(trom.It$ 1984) il1ustrate tilis difference. 

(19) ?*[[Hanako-ga jibun -0 kiratteiru koto1-ga e 
i i 

(I) -NOH hirn -ACC dislike fact -NOH 

yüutsu-ni shi tei ru J irö 1-0 nagusalueta. 
i 

depressed made -ACC consoled 
'I consoled J ~Ihorll the fact that H disliked hirn depressed' 

(20) [[Hanako-ga jibun -0 kiratteiru koto1-ga 
i 

(I) -NOH hirn -ACC dislike fact -Nm! 

Jiro -0 yüutsu-ni shiteiru no1-o nagusameta. 
i 
-ACC depressed made -ACC consoled 
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(19), wnere .I..iL.Q is in normal head position, seems to be less 
accej?table than (20), where..:r.i.r..ä occurs as a clause-internal head. 
In terras oi the present 'discussion, this means that (19), but not 
(20), violates toe Bijection Principle at LF. (19) has the LF 
representation (21), \~hich 'is ruled out by the Bijection Principle. 

(21 ) HP 

NP 

I 
Jir1:5 j ibun ••• e ••• 

i i i 

Ito (1984) suggests that head-internal relative clauses undergo a 
rule ot head-raising wilicn applies to LF, not before LF; there are 
independent arguments for this assumption (cf. also Finer (1983), 
wllo proj?oses and motivates a similar analysis for head-internal 
relative clauses in Yuman). For the example in (19), this means 
ti1at the LF representation is essentially -asin (22) • 

(22) 

~ 
•.. jibun ••• Jirö ••• (no) 

i i 

The seI>1antic head ..:r.i.r..ä is still part of the S', it will raise only 
aiter LF, and the structure is well-formed with respect to tne 
Bijection Principle. Notice that the contrast between things 
happening beiore LF· and things happening after LF, ~lhich played an 
important rol e in the Engl isn weak crossover paradigm, shows up in 
Japanese, too, in this case, but in a different form and with 
diif erent conseguences: the observabl e resul t is not a contrast 
betwen relative clauses and guestions, but a contrast between two 
kinds of relative clauses. 

AssUiLÜng the Bijection Principle,' the existence of weak crossover 
effects in Japanese relative clauses provides some indirect 
evidence for a relative clause structure without empty operator in 
COHP. Now we i1ave to asl; two further guestions: Is there any raore 
direct evidence for this kind of structure? And secondly, is there 
~ny vlay.of in principle ruling out a structure with empty operator 
~n COl-IP tor Japanese? 
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Let us turn to the first question. There is indeed direct ev~dence 
for a relative clause structure without empty operator, and it is 
familiar from the literature. The man~ similarities between 
relativization and thematization first po~nted out by Kuno (1973: 
243-260), and i.n particular the existence of relative clauses 
without a gap, are relevant in this context. (23) and (24) are 
representative examples. 

(23) konyakusha-ga shinde shimatta Hanako 
f iance -NON died 
'Hanako, who (was affected by the fact that) her fiance 
died' 

(24) Richard Burton-ga shinde shimatta Elizabeth Taylor 
-NOH died 

'Elizabeth Taylor, who (was affected by the fact that) 
Richard Burton died' 

In (24), there can be no empty operator, because there is no 
variable it could possibly bind, and vacuous operators are 
prohibited in general. This evidence is fairly straightfor\~ard, ~nd 
it i~ediately teIls the child learning Japanese that relat~ve 
clauses without empty operators are possible. 

There can be no serious doubt, then, about the existence of this 
structure. This does not imply, however, that relative clauses with 
empty operator are iIupossible in cases where the relative clause 
contains a gap, and this leads us to our second question: How can 
we rule out a second, alternative, derivation with empty operator 
in these cases? 

To achieve this resul t, we have to find a plausible way of 
restricting the distribution of empty operators in Universal 
Grammar, we have to give so me more content to the theory of empty 
operators. Let me make a tentative sugge~tion. Keepi~g the 
properties of empty elements as close as poss~ble to those ot ove:t 
elements has been a leading idea in GB theory, weIl represented ~n 
Chomsky (1982). Apart from principles of loca~ identificatio~ and 
local sanctioning (like the ECP) and apart trom the Case F~lter, 
their typology and distribution is identical, and a prolife:ati~n 
of empty categories with special properties and distribut~on lS 
undesirable. From this perspective, empty operators in COl-IP would 
be somewhat disturbing in Japanese, since overt elements 
corresponding to operators are never moved to this position in the 
syntax. The problem poses itself still more seriou:;;ly \~hen we 
consider languages with a sentence-final COHP position in general: 
rightward wh-movement of overt elements into a sentence-final COgp 
seems to be nonexistent. It would be quite undesirable if we had 
to allow rightward movement to COUP only for empty elements. 
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Generaliz ing fror,l these considerations, wecould assume that, in a 
given language, empty oper,ators can occur only in structural 
positions where ,overt operator-elements can occur as weIl, in 
i?ositions which are, so to speak, already "activated" by overt 
operators. He could call this the "principl e of paradigr'latic 
triggering" for empty operators. Such a principle is not 
iraplausible, and it rules out the occurrence of an empty operator 
in COUP in Japanese relative clauses, as desired. 

To conclude, .I would like to return to the question of relative 
clause structure and weak crossover, extending t,he analysis 
presented above beyond Japanese. This analysis predicts that qUite 
generally weak crossover eifects should occur \~hen the relative 
clause head functions simultaneously as a relativization operator. 
It is interesting that tnis prediction is borne out even in 
1 anguages 1 ike Engl ish and German, \~here weak crossover effects 
normally do not OCcur in relative clauses. I'Te have to look at a 
special kind oi relative clause, narilely free relatives. If head 
and operator are identical in free relatives (as for example in the 
analysis proposed by Bresnan & Grimsha~l Cl978», ~le expect weak 
crossover effects in free relatives. And they do indeed occur, as 
illustrated in (25). I will here concentrate on the German exampl es. 

(25) *wen auch immer (sogar) seine 
i 

*I~hoever 
i 

i 
(even) his mother 

i 

Hutter e 
i 

hates e 

hasst 

i 

(25) is bad up to incomprehensibility in German, and the English 
example is also unacceptable. (26) shows a corresponding normal 
relative clause, there is no weak croSSover effect. 

(26) der Hann , den 
i i 

tile man ~lho 
i i 

(sogar) seine I'lutter e hasst 
i i 

(even) his mother hates e 
i i 

The reason why (25) is bad cannot be attr ibuted to the quantif ied 
nature of the noun phrase, because (27), with a quantified head NP, 
is perfectly acceptable in German. 

( 27) jeder l,jann , den (sogar) seine I·lutter e hasst i i i i every man who (even) his mother hates e i i i i 
Assuming that (25) has the LF representation in (28) , the weak crosSover effect in (25) is explained by the Bijection Principle, 
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I examples discussed above.* analogous to the Japanese 

(28) NP 

~ 
seine Hutter e, hasst 

i J. 
wen auch immer 

i 
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